
Pattern Cutting for Menswear: A
Comprehensive Exploration with Gareth
Kershaw
In the realm of fashion design, pattern cutting stands as a cornerstone
technique, transforming sketches into wearable garments. For menswear,
this process takes on a unique dimension, demanding precision and an
understanding of the male form. Enter Gareth Kershaw, a renowned pattern
cutter whose expertise has shaped the menswear industry for over three
decades.

Understanding the Male Form: A Foundation for Pattern Cutting
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The foundation of pattern cutting lies in understanding the human body. For
menswear, it is essential to grasp the distinct proportions and contours of
the male form. Gareth Kershaw emphasizes the importance of accurate
body measurements, highlighting the need for precise calculations to
ensure a garment's perfect fit.

Key measurements to consider include:

Chest circumference: Measured around the widest part of the chest

Waist circumference: Measured at the natural waistline

Hip circumference: Measured around the widest part of the hips

Shoulder width: Measured from one shoulder bone to the other

Sleeve length: Measured from the shoulder bone to the desired cuff
length

These measurements serve as the building blocks for creating patterns that
contour to the male body, ensuring both comfort and a flattering silhouette.

Essential Tools for Pattern Cutting: Precision at Every Step



Pattern cutting requires a specialized set of tools to achieve accuracy and
precision. Gareth Kershaw relies on a well-curated arsenal that includes:

Grading ruler: A specialized ruler used for adding seam allowances
and grading patterns
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French curve: A flexible ruler that aids in creating smooth curves and
contours

Paper shears: Sharp and precise shears designed for cutting paper
patterns

Fabric scissors: Heavy-duty scissors for cutting fabric

Tailor's chalk: A type of chalk used for marking fabric and transferring
pattern markings

Mastering the use of these tools is paramount for producing patterns that
are both accurate and efficient.

Pattern Cutting Methodologies: From Basic to Advanced Techniques

Pattern cutting encompasses a range of methodologies, each tailored to
specific garment types and construction techniques. Gareth Kershaw
adeptly employs various approaches, including:

Flat Pattern Cutting:

This method involves creating patterns on a flat surface, ideal for garments
with simple shapes and minimal seams.

Draped Pattern Cutting:

In this technique, fabric is draped directly onto a dress form, allowing for
greater freedom and experimentation in creating complex shapes.

Computer-Aided Design (CAD):

CAD software enables digital pattern creation and manipulation, offering
precision and the ability to easily modify and refine patterns.



Gareth Kershaw's expertise encompasses all these methodologies,
enabling him to produce patterns that meet the demands of any garment
design.

Bespoke Tailoring: The Art of Perfecting the Fit

Pattern cutting finds its ultimate expression in bespoke tailoring, where
garments are meticulously crafted to the unique measurements and
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preferences of each client. Gareth Kershaw's bespoke tailoring services
epitomize this art form, resulting in garments that are both impeccably fitted
and exquisitely tailored.

The process of bespoke tailoring involves multiple fittings and meticulous
attention to detail. Gareth Kershaw works closely with his clients to
understand their style preferences, lifestyle, and body type, ensuring that
each garment is a perfect reflection of their individuality.

: Gareth Kershaw - A Master of Pattern Cutting

Gareth Kershaw's mastery of pattern cutting for menswear is a testament
to his dedication, precision, and unwavering commitment to the craft. His
ability to translate body measurements into wearable garments that
enhance the male form has earned him recognition as one of the leading
pattern cutters in the world.

For those aspiring to delve into the intricacies of pattern cutting, Gareth
Kershaw's expertise serves as an invaluable guide. His workshops and
online courses provide aspiring pattern cutters with the knowledge, skills,
and techniques they need to excel in this demanding field.

As the world of menswear continues to evolve, pattern cutting remains an
essential skill, shaping the garments that define masculine style. Gareth
Kershaw's unwavering dedication to this craft ensures that the art of pattern
cutting for menswear will continue to inspire and empower generations to
come.
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